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OUR RATING

We rate products based on the
scale developed by the MPAA.
The better a product is, the more
dangerous a rating we give it.
So the worst product would get a
‘G’ and the best a ‘XXX’h

What is there to say about the MXR Phase 90 that other people already didn’t say?
It is a phaser that was made a while ago and has beeen used by the hottest rock bands like Pink 
Floyd, Led Zeppelin and many others.
This is a very simple pedal with one button and one knob. It phases the guitar and makes it sound dif-
ferent from the way it usually does.

What is a phaser?
In our recent review of the BOSS PH-3 we described what a phaser does. It basically changes the 
sounds.

How do I use this one phaser?
This phaser can be so simply used. If you plug the cord in there and press the button it changes the 
sound. When you move the knob all the way it makes the sound even more different. The pedal It has 
an orange color.

Why THIS Phaser?
There are many phasers in the market and some are for you but some are not. if youd like the other There are many phasers in the market and some are for you but some are not. if youd like the other 
ones better then OK. BUt this one is good too.

Our Review
I plugged the blue guitar into the orange pedal. Wow! it made the swooshing noises happen so fast. 
and then i was playing more and it was good. I turned the pedal on and off. It was nice. I give it an 
‘R’ rating, which is not the best because overall i dont like the phaser sounds. 

R


